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Ancient question-and-answer literature
and its role in the tradition of dialogue1
Katerina Oikonomopoulou

1. Question-and-answer literature:
forms, themes and relationship to dialogue
Graeco-Roman antiquity has bequeathed to us an extensive corpus of writings in question-and-answer format, whose relationship to the ancient tradition of dialogue is usually taken for granted (or, conversely, questioned)2, rather than explored in a sustained fashion. The corpus’ polymorphism partly accounts for this lack of a systematic consideration: what we
summarily call question-and-answer literature in fact comprises texts variously entitled problêmata, aitia, quaestiones, aporêmata, and zêtêmata,
and which are characterised by a diversity of formats and themes. They
tend moreover to be cumulative, that is, they comprise a large number of
discrete questions-and-answers, each dedicated to a different topic, and
grouped together with others into larger clusters, or books. In principle
each enquiry is self-standing: it constitutes a unique and self-sufficient
treatment of its topic, and can be taken out of context.3 But the very fact of
the clustering raises some questions as to the status of the enquiries as a
collective corpus – namely, how they were meant to be read together, and
_____________
1

2
3

The completion of this contribution was possible thanks to the support of the
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, and the research programme ‘Medicine of
the Mind – Philosophy of the Body: Discourses of Health and Well-Being in the
Ancient World’ at Humboldt University Berlin, directed by Prof. Philip Van der
Eijk. I would also like to give warm thanks to Carmen Martinez-Carrillo, for her
valuable guidance on current research in the field of discourse analysis; and to my
colleagues and fellow project-members at Humboldt University, for helpful comments on an earlier draft of this paper. Where not otherwise indicated, translations
from the Greek are mine.
So Goldhill (2008b) 5 (“The catechism and other question-and-answer structures
are not in any significant sense a dialogue: they are forms of exchange to aid controlled learning and to produce certain, fixed responses”).
See Goldhill’s observations on this feature in Plutarch’s Sympotic Questions in
specific (2009).
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what impact reading them together has on evaluating each one of them
independently.4
The pseudo-Aristotelian collection of Problems is a hallmark of the
tradition, a work whose 38 books comprise a vast record of enquiries into
the causes of (for the most part) medical and naturalist phenomena.5 In the
early Empire, the question-and-answer format received a fresh injection of
popularity in philosophical circles. On the Peripatetic side, two extensive
collections of medical and naturalist Problems survive, namely, the Problems attributed to Alexander of Aphrodisias,6 and the corpus of Supplementary Problems, formerly attributed either to Aristotle or to Alexander.7
Among the Stoics, Seneca wrote a collection of Natural Questions, in seven books.8 The Platonist philosopher Plutarch of Chaeronea, in turn, is
attributed a total of thirteen works in question-and-answer, five of which
survive to this day.9 His Greek Questions is the most idiosyncratic among
them, its enquiries dealing with the meaning and origins of obscure religious practices and cultic names from a variety of (in the majority of cases)
peripheral Greek communities.10 In its prevalent concern with the meaning
of terms or names, the Greek Questions is most akin to the way the question-and-answer technique is used in the papyrological record, where it is
firmly attested as an aid to the teaching of grammar, literature and medicine.11 A didactic agenda can be similarly evinced for quaestiones-collections used for scriptural or philosophical exegesis (such as Philo of Alexandria’s partially extant Questions on the Genesis and Exodus, Plutarch’s
Platonic Questions,12 and later works of Neoplatonist exegesis), or for
codifying key principles of medical teaching. Finally, texts such as Heraclitus’ Homeric Questions,13 and iatrosophist Cassius’ Medical Questions
and Natural Problems14 suggest that the question-and-answer technique
was a popular medium of knowledge communication in contexts of sophistic performance as well.
_____________
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

On this aspect in Plutarch’s corpus of Quaestiones, see Oikonomopoulou (in
press).
See Flashar (1962); Louis (1991–1994); Mayhew (2011); and Mayhew and Mirhady (2011).
In Ideler (1963).
See Kapetanaki and Sharples (2006).
See Hine (2010).
See Harrison (2000).
See Halliday (1928), and Babbitt (1936).
See Morgan (1998); Andorlini (2001 and 2009); Ieraci Bio (1995); Leith (2007 and
2009).
See Cherniss (1976).
See Russell (2003) and Pontani (2005).
See Garzya and Masullo (2004).
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In order to get a clearer sense of the methodological and interpretative
issues involved, let us consider the following four case-studies:
Why are contentious arguments suitable for exercise? (Διὰ τί οἱ ἐριστικοὶ
λόγοι γυμναστικοί εἰσιν;)
Is it because they involve frequent victories (νικᾶν) and defeats (ἡττᾶσθαι)?
Therefore they immediately produce a love of victory (φιλονείκους […]
ποιοῦσιν): indeed, victorious people are induced by their enjoyment to compete again (προάγονται μᾶλλον ἐρίζειν), and those who are defeated are such
as to renew the fight (ὡς ἀναμαχούμενοι). And those engaged in other contests
(ἐν τοῖς ἄλλοις ἀγῶσι) are the same; this is why when people are fighting and
being defeated, often they do not want to resolve it. (ps.-Aristotle, Problems
18,2, 916b20–26, transl. R. Mayhew)
Why is excessively fiery heat pleasant to those who feel itchy? (Διὰ τί τοῖς
κνηστιῶσι τὸ ἄγαν ζέον φίλον;)
Because the phlegm (φλέγμα) that causes the itching, by being thick and cold
(παχὺ καὶ ψυχρὸν ὄν), renders their skin insensible (δυσαίσθητον ἀποτελεῖ τὸ
δέρμα). (ps.-Alexander of Aphrodisias, Problems 1,23)
Who is (τίς) the woman who kindles the fire (ὑπεκκαύστρια) at Soli;
They call so the priestess of Athena (τὴν τῆς Ἀθηνᾶς ἱέρειαν), because she
performs certain sacrifices and holy rites which avert evil (ὅτι ποιεῖταί τινας
θυσίας καὶ ἱερουργίας ἀποτροπαίους). (Plutarch, Greek Questions 3,292A)
Why is the water of rains that accompany thunder and lightning, which is in
fact called ‘lightning-water’, productive of better growth in seedlings? (Διὰ τί
τῶν ὀμβρίων ὑδάτων εὐαλδέστερα τοῖς σπέρμασι τὰ μετὰ βροντῶν καὶ
ἀστραπῶν, ἃ δὴ καὶ ἀστραπαῖα καλοῦσι;)
Is it because these rains are full of wind (Πότερον ὅτι πνευματώδη) because of
the disturbance and admixture of air (διὰ τὴν τοῦ ἀέρος ταραχὴν καὶ
ἀνάμιξιν), and the wind, by imparting movement to the moisture, better effects
its rise and distribution (μᾶλλον ἀναπέμπει καὶ ἀναδίδωσιν)? Or (ἤ) is it that
thunder and lightning are caused by the conflict of warmth and cold in the air
(τὸ θερμὸν ἐν τῷ ἀέρι πρὸς τὸ ψυχρὸν μαχόμενον) (which is why there is least
thunder in the winter, and most in the spring and autumn, owing to the uneven
temperature (διὰ τὴν ἀνωμαλίαν τῆς κράσεως), and the warmth by concocting
the moisture (πέττουσα τὸ ὑγρὸν) makes it agreeable and helpful to growing
things? Or (ἤ) do thunder and lightning occur particularly in the spring for the
reason mentioned, while spring rains are more essential to the seedlings, coming before the heat of the summer, so that the land that receives most rain in
the spring, like that in Sicily, grows crops that are good in quantity and in
quality? (Plutarch, Natural Questions 4,912F–913A, transl. L. Pearson and F.
H. Sandbach)
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We can recognise in all these passages a dialogic façade: each begins by
issuing a question (why […]?, and what […]?), to which it offers a more or
less detailed reply. This interactive format, which presumes the two distinct ‘enunciative positions’ (as Jacob calls them)15 of the questioner and
answerer, is the cornerstone of dialogue exchange, familiar to us from a
wide range of ancient writings.16 Its mere existence however is not sufficient to render an exchange a dialogue, though it does raise the question
against what sort of model of ‘dialogue’ we are meant to compare question-and-answer in the first place. If we draw comparisons with later Platonic dialogues (such as the Laws), or the dialogue corpus of authors such
as Cicero, for example, it is easy to detect similarities, particularly in the
shared emphasis on juxtaposing different opinions in the answers.17 But if
we take the early Plato as our model, the picture is different in one crucial
respect: in Plato’s early dialogues the exercise of logical operations such as
elenchos (cross-examination for the purpose of refutation) seems to be
central, as a tool for leading, ultimately, to the discovery of the truth.18 This
function is entirely absent from our passages, all of which are introduced
with a question, but involve no questioning: once the answer is offered, the
enquiry terminates, and there are no follow-up questions, or an attempt to
refute the answer(s) offered. Even in the case of Plutarch’s Natural Questions, the three different answers which are proposed as alternative solutions to the question are merely juxtaposed to one another (as disjunctive
propositions, introduced with ἤ […] ἤ), rather than compared and contrasted (in terms of their scientific rigour, or plausibility), contradicted or refuted in the context of a debate.19 All four passages, finally, give the impression that the alternation of question-and-answer is geared towards eliciting
fixed, self-contained responses, rather than towards initiating an aporetic
stance on received knowledge.20 The fact is, in order to be able to assess
_____________
15
16
17
18

Jacob (2004) 27–28. See also Asper (1998) 315–318 (on catechetic eisagogai).
See von Möllendorff in this volume.
On Cicero’s dialogues, see Gildenhard, Sauer and Steel in this volume.
On the Socratic elenchos, see Vlastos (1983).The extent however to which Plato
treats dialogue as an instrument for discovering philosophical ‘truth’ is a hotly
debated subject among scholars, and one intrinsically connected with thorny
questions of the unity and relative chronology of the Platonic corpus. See, most
recently, Kahn (1996); Blößner (1997) 17–45; 242–288; Gonzalez (1998); Griswold (1998a and 1998b); Desjardins (1998); Moes (2000); Brisson (2001); Rowe
(2007); Ford (2008); Long (2008); Szlezák (2005) and (2009). See also SolèreQueval (2001), for a study of person-to-person exchanges in Plato.
19 On the QN, see Pearson and Sandbach (1965). In principle at least, why […]?questions (though not what […]?-questions) admit the expression of dissenting
views (since there may be disagreement on the causes of a given issue, or phenomenon).
20 Cf. Goldhill (2008b) 5.
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question-and-answer’s place in the dialogue tradition we have to keep a
close focus on those communicative functions it has in common with other
dialogue texts, while at the same time maintaining a sufficiently flexible, as
well as inclusive notion of ancient dialogue in its diachronic development.21
Accordingly, in this essay I will concentrate on two key aspects of ancient question-and-answer literature which, as I argue, do make a case in
favour of our considering it as sub-genre of ancient dialogue. First and
foremost, question-and-answer texts embed discursive features, such as the
use of persons and the introduction of perspective, which place the reader
in a context of (virtual) intellectual debate.22 Secondly, they employ different strategies in order to prompt their readers to activate a process of critical evaluation of their contents (especially when alternative answers are at
stake). Neither of these two aspects has received attention across a wide
range of writings, yet together they have the potential of showing that
question-and-answer texts offer more than just a superficial semblance of
dialogue exchange: their interactive guise is intrinsically connected with an
aim to activate the reader’s critical faculty. This, as I will discuss, has a
significant intellectual and didactic import, in view of question-and-answer
texts’ close association with processes of communicating and/or validating
knowledge.
For the purposes of my argument I will focus my attention on a distinct
thread of ancient question-and-answer literature, that includes Peripatetic,
or Peripatetic-inspired, collections of problems. These are the already mentioned pseudo-Aristotelian collection of Problems, as well as several later
(high imperial) texts in question-and-answer which derive from, are modeled on, or inspired by, it – namely, Plutarch’s collections of Quaestiones,
whose use of the question-and-answer technique, and, in some cases, also
sources, have been traced back to Peripatetic models;23 and pseudoAlexander of Aphrodisias’ Medical Problems and the corpus of Supplementary Problems, both of which are Peripatetic in their scientific and
philosophical outlook.24 This choice is governed primarily by historical
_____________
21 For an attempt to chart dialogue’s development as a genre in the ancient world
(from a formalist perspective), see Hirzel (1895). On specific types of dialogue,
namely, philosophical dialogue and Lehrdialog, see Hösle (2006), and Föllinger in
this volume. Cf. Hermog., Περἰ ε . ε . 36,1–33 (Rabe), on dialogue in ancient
rhetorical theory. See also Goldhill (2008a).
22 Jacob (2004) offers the only analysis to date that attempts to probe into questionand-answer as a mode of discourse.
23 See Oikonomopoulou (2011) and (in press), discussing some of these aspects and
citing relevant bibliography.
24 On the Peripateticism of the Suppl. Probl., see Kapetanaki and Sharples (2006) 1–
11, 21–28.
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considerations: the Peripatetic tradition played a key role in standardising
enquiry in question-and-answer, and helped shape the subsequent development of question-and-answer literature as a whole, however diverse the
texts it comprises in terms of their formats and purposes.25 Accordingly,
those features of Peripatetic, or Peripatetic-inspired problem-texts that
serve to anchor them in the tradition of dialogue serve as benchmarks for
establishing a broader connection between dialogue and question-andanswer, shedding new light on the latter’s intellectual and communicative
import, and helping us draw links between diverse texts in a more systematic fashion than it has so far been attempted.

2. The roots of problem-posing in ancient dialectical theory
In its long and convoluted development, the question-and-answer technique became established as a method of enquiry into practically every
subject conceivable, as the variety of titles and themes in the list of works I
have provided in the previous section suggests. The contribution Aristotle
and his school made to its development was decisive. Aristotle is attributed
several works on various subjects designated as προβλήματα, ζητήματα, or
ἀπορήματα, which in all likelihood employed the question-and-answer
technique: προβλήματα ἐγκύκλια,26 ὀπτικὰ προβλήματα,27 ἀπορήματα
ὁμηρικά28 are attested in his corpus of fragments, and we also possess titles
for other lost collections of problems in the ancient lists of Aristotle’s
works.29 The pseudo-Aristotelian collection of Problems that we possess
today, thought by scholars to be a product of collective authorship in the
Peripatos, in all likelihood derives from a lost collection of Physical Problems written by Aristotle.30 Finally, a single surviving testimonium on a
_____________
25 E.g. see Leith (2009), on the relationship between Peripatetic dialectic and medical
question-and-answer texts on papyrus.
26 Rose (1966) treats it as an alternative title for the προβλήματα φυσικά. See discussion in Louis (1991) xviii–xx.
27 Fr. 380 Rose.
28 Also cited as προβλήματα Ὁμηρικά (Anon., 106). See frs. 142–179 Rose.
29 DL 5,21: ἐπιτεθεαμένων προβλημάτων (112), προβλήματα ἐκ των Δημοκρίτου
(116); Anon.: περἰ ἐρωτήσεως καἰ ἀποκρίσεως (43), ἀπορημάτων θείων (107),
προβλημάτων ἐπιτεθεαμένων (112), προβλημάτων Δημοκριτείων (116), συσσιτικών προβλημάτων (136), ἀπορήματα Ἡσιόδου (143), ἀπορήματα Ἀρχιλόχου,
Εὐριπίδου, Χοιρίλου (144), ἀπορημάτων ποιητικῶν (145), συμμίκτων ζητημάτων
(167); Ptol.: μηχανικῶν προβλημάτων (18), προβλήματα (65), προβλημάτων…
(66), προβλήματα ἐγκύκλια (67), προβλήματα ἰατρικὰ (70). On the ancient lists of
Aristotle’s works, and their provenance, see Moraux (1951).
30 Frs. 209–245 Rose. See Louis (1991) xi–xx.
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lost work περὶ προβλημάτων suggests that the philosopher might also have
developed a theory of problem-posing and problem-solving, which perhaps
included a certain methodology of categorising problems according to
kind, or theme. 31 We can partially reconstruct aspects of this by looking at
the importance the issuing and solving of problems holds in Aristotelian
dialectical theory, as he codifies it in the Topics, on the one hand; and in
his method of scientific enquiry and demonstration, as developed in his
logical works, especially the Posterior Analytics, on the other. Let us first
re-visit Aristotle’s well-known definition of the problem, as articulated in
the Topics:
A dialectical problem is a point of speculation, directed either to choice and
avoidance or to truth and knowledge (Πρόβλημα δ’ ἐστὶ διαλεκτικὸν θεώρημα
τὸ συντεῖνον ἢ πρὸς αἵρεσιν καὶ φυγὴν ἢ πρὸς ἀλήθειαν καὶ γνῶσιν) (either on
its own or as working in conjunction with something else of this sort), about
which people either have no opinion, or the public think the opposite of the
wise, or the wise think the opposite of the public, or each of these groups has
opposed opinions within itself (περὶ οὗ ἢ οὐδετέρως δοξάζουσιν ἢ ἐναντίως οἱ
σοφοὶ τοῖς πολλοῖς ἢ ἑκάτεροι αὐτοὶ ἑαυτοῖς). For it is useful to know <the answers to> some problems only for the sake of choosing or avoiding something
(for instance whether pleasure is to be chosen or not) (ἔνια μὲν γὰρ τῶν
προβλημάτων χρήσιμον εἰδέναι πρὸς τὸ ἑλέσθαι ἢ φυγεῖν, οἷον πότερον ἡ
ἡδονὴ αἱρετὸν ἢ οὔ), while it is useful to know others only for the sake of
knowing (for instance whether the universe is eternal or not) (ἔνια δὲ πρὸς τὸ
εἰδέναι μόνον, οἷον πότερον ὁ κόσμος ἀίδιος ἢ οὔ). Others are, in and of themselves, of no use for either of these but work in conjunction with other things
of this sort. For there are many things which we do not wish to know in and of
themselves, but for the sake of other things, in such wise that, because of
them, we will come to know something further. Those are also <dialectical>
problems concerning which there are contrary deductions (for there is a puzzle
whether it is so or not, because there are persuasive arguments about both
sides) (ἔστι δὲ προβλήματα καὶ ὧν ἐναντίοι εἰσὶ συλλογισμοί (ἀπορίαν γὰρ
ἔχει πότερον οὕτως ἔχει ἢ οὐχ οὕτως, διὰ τὸ περὶ ἀμφοτέρων εἶναι λόγους
πιθανούς)), as well as those about which, because they are vast, we have no
arguments, thinking that it is difficult to give the reason why (e.g. whether the
universe is eternal or not) (καὶ περὶ ὧν λόγον μὴ ἔχομεν, ὄντων μεγάλων,
χαλεπὸν οἰόμενοι εἶναι τὸ διὰ τί ἀποδοῦναι, οἷον πότερον ὁ κόσμος ἀίδιος ἢ
οὔ). For one could also pursue an inquiry about such problems. (Topics 2,22,
104b1–18, transl. R. Smith)

In Aristotle’s dialectical theory, problems are discursive formulations that
allow for debate to be initiated on an issue on which there is no consensus
among discussants. This is why, in the Topics, Aristotle is interested exclu_____________
31 Fr. 112 Rose = Alex. Aphr. In Ar. Top. P. 34: see discussion of this passage by
Mansfeld (1992) 70–71, n. 34.
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sively in a particular type of problem, namely, the dialectical problem: an
interrogative proposition that is put forward for discussion (προβάλλειν),
which invites two contrary opinions (‘whether x is the case, or not’, according to the first passage).32 In the collections of problems that I will be
considering here only the pseudo-Aristotelian Problems includes but a
sparse few examples of enquiries that fulfil Aristotle’s definition of the
dialectical problem.33 Their value would have lain in the opportunity they
afforded for exercise in debate.34 So much is suggested by pseudo-Aristotelian problem 18,2, which I have already quoted, its topic the value of
ἐριστικοὶ λόγοι (disputatious arguments) as intellectual training: this, as it
explains, lies in the fact that they are about winning or losing, the love of
victory (and, on the loser’s side, the distaste of defeat) leading the contestants to repeated argumentative attempts, which, in turn, serve to provide
exercise to the mind. The answer draws on a passage from Aristotle’s
Rhetoric, where the philosopher, in discussing the different sources for the
feeling of pleasure (τὸ ἡδύ), states that ‘Victory also is pleasant, and not
merely to the competitive (τοῖς φιλονίκοις), but to everyone; the winner
sees himself in the light of a champion, and eveybody has a more or less
keen appetite for being that. The pleasantness of victory implies of course
that combative sports and intellectual contests are pleasant (since in these it
often happens that someone wins) (ἀνάγκη καὶ τὰς παιδιὰς ἡδείας εἶναι τὰς
μαχητικὰς καὶ τὰς ἐριστικάς (πολλάκις γὰρ ἐν ταύταις γίγνεται τὸ νικᾶν)
(1,11, 1370b32–71a2). That is why forensic pleading and debating contests
are pleasant to those who are accustomed to them and have the capacity for
them’ (Ibid., 1371a6–8).35 Our problem’s special take on this passage however consists in the pedagogical advantage it ascribes to this pleasure derived from victory in disputatious competition: the point is not just that
pleasure comes as a consequence of an (already well-trained) speaker’s
victory in a disputatious contest; but that it can actually serve as a motive
for less well-trained disputants to perfect themselves in the art.
Problems are not formulated solely for the sake of facilitating dialectical debate though: for Aristotle, they also enable scientific investigation of
the natural world. In this function, they hold a central place in Aristotle’s
method of organising scientific enquiry, as we learn from the Posterior
Analytics:36
_____________
32 See Brunschwig (1967) xxv–xxix; Smith (1997) ad loc.; Louis (1991) xx–xxiii.
33 (πότερον […] ἤ (οὐ) […])-type problems can be found in 1,37,50b; 2,21; 9,6,
12,10; 26,36.
34 See Top. book 8, with Smith (1997) ad loc., and xx–xxi.
35 Transl. J. Barnes (1984).
36 This introduces us into the question of the relationship between dialectic and
science in Aristotle. See extensive discussions in Kullmann (1974) 1–5, 95ff. and
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The things we seek (τὰ ζητούμενα) are equal in number to those we understand. We seek (ζητοῦμεν) four things: the fact (τὸ ὅτι), the reason why (τὸ
διότι), if something is (εἰ ἔστι), what something is (τί ἐστιν). When we seek
whether this or that is the case, setting down a plurality of terms (e.g. whether
the sun is eclipsed or not), we are seeking the fact (τὸ ὄτι ζητοῦμεν). Evidence
for this: on finding that it is eclipsed we stop; and if from the beginning we
know that it is eclipsed, we do not seek whether it is (οὐ ζητοῦμεν πότερον).
When we know the fact we seek the reason why (ὅταν δὲ είδῶμεν τὸ ὅτι, τὸ
διότι ζητοῦμεν) (e.g. knowing that it is eclipsed or that the earth moves, we
seek the reason why it is eclipsed or why it moves). These things we seek in
this way; but certain items we seek in another way – e.g. if a centaur or a god
is or is not (I mean if one is or is not simpliciter and not if one is white or not.)
And having come to know that it is, we seek what it is (e.g.: Then what is a
god? or What is a man?). (APo. 2,2, 89b 23–35, transl. J. Barnes)

The divisions of enquiry by subject/purpose that Aristotle articulates here
correspond to the formulation of different types of problems, each tailored
to different kinds of scientific investigation. But they also establish a hierarchy in the enquiring procedure, whereby the investigation of causes (the
διότι) must be predicated upon prior knowledge of a thing’s nature (the
ὅτι).37 Further, the Posterior Analytics contains illustrations of how such
problems can be solved deductively, by employing Aristotle’s demonstrative method (2,2 ff.). This background helps to make sense of the overwhelming predominance of what…?- (τί…,;), who…?- (τί …;), and
(above all) why…?-type enquiries (διὰ τί…;, διὰ τίνα αἰτίαν….;) in ancient
problem-texts. By issuing them, the works seek to probe into the nature of
phenomena or facts, as well as to enquire into their causes, respectively, in
a manner that (ideally) satisfies criteria of scientific exactitude and truth.38
This background of Aristotelian dialectic and science helps us shed
light on the intellectual pedigree of the question-and-answer technique, as
employed by the texts that concern us here. They are particularly useful for
understanding two key facets, which are intrinsic to our evaluation of their
affinity with the ancient tradition of dialogue. The first is their oscillation
between an objective and a subjective mode, balancing out a distanced,
factual style with a tendency to evoke, through the use of persons, the context and conditions of intellectual debate. The second is an emphasis on the
_____________
(1997) 43–62; Balme (1987) 69–89; Bolton (1987) 120–166, and (1997) 97–124;
Charles (1997) 27–42; Detel (1997) 63–84; Gotthelf (1987) 167–198, and (1997)
85–95; Lennox (1987) 90–119; Mansfeld and Runia (2009) 170–171; Wilson
(1997) 13–25.
37 On this passage, see Barnes (1993) ad loc.; Kullmann (1974) 204–220.
38 On causes in Greek thought, and their methods of explanation, see Hankinson
(1998) and (1999).
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evaluation of the answers on the basis of criteria of logical cogency and
truth.

3. Between objectivity and subjectivity
On the whole, problem-texts tend to privilege an impersonal mode of
presentation. This is quite apparent in all four passages I have quoted in the
first section. Looking at their questions first, we see that these contain no
direct address to an interlocutor, either in the simple sense of acknowledging an interlocutor by name,39 or by means of issuing bids or prompts that
encourage an (imagined) interlocutor to answer the question at hand, or
clue him as to best way to tackle it (with expressions such as ‘come on’,
‘now’, ‘let’s see’, or ‘do you agree […]?’).40 Similarly, they contain no
metastatements that comment on the subject of the discourse itself (‘now, I
want to tell you about […]’);41 nor do they follow up on the answer(s)
provided, by requesting clarifications on, and issuing commentary or objections to, what has been said.42 Finally, they lack deictic utterances
(‘here’, ‘now’) that point to a physical setting or situation outside the discursive content of the dialogue itself.43 Thus stripped of dramatic detail, the
questions’ focus falls on a core of facts which require explanation. This
orientation serves also as a methodological guideline: for the answer to be
successful, it must furnish an account that makes a sustained effort to identify the relevant causes. This is also true of Greek Question 3’s enquiry
into the meaning of ὑπεκκαύστρια: on the face of it, this is a request for a
definition; as the answer develops, however, we realise that the definition
is in fact provided by means of aetiology, in the sense that the answer explains why the name applies to the priestess of Athena (because – ὅτι – she
performs certain holy rites and sacrifices).44
The answers themselves lack statements of personal opinion on the
part of their author(s), and, like the questions, include no apostrophes to, or
_____________
39 Cf. e.g. Plato’s early dialogues, such as Hippias Major, and Crito. On addresses,
see Hp. Mai. 284b–c.
40 Cf. e.g. Plat. Hp. Mai. 283d; 284a; 284d, Gorg. 454c.
41 Cf. e.g. Plat. Crit. 46b, Hp. Mai. 287b–c ff., Gorg. 449b–c ff. See Sinclair/Coulthard (1975) 38–39, 43.
42 Cf. e.g. Plat. Hp. Mai. 287e–88a, Gorg. 454d ff.
43 Cf. e.g. Plat. Prot. 310a, Gorg. 447a, and esp. the Symp. passim. For these distinctions I have used Sinclair/Coulthard (1975) 33–60, as a general guide.
44 I am not convinced by the sharp distinction Preston (2001) 95–109, draws between
the what […]?-type enquiries of the QG and the why […]?-type enquiries of Plutarch’s QR, even though she is right to observe that different cultural agendas may
underpin the different typology of enquiry in each case.
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general gestures of inclusion towards, the questioner, or an envisaged addressee. Instead, the use of indicative verbs and the third person is ubiquitous throughout: ‘contentious arguments involve frequent victories and
defeats’ (ἔχουσι τὸ νικᾶν ἤ ἡττᾶσθαι πυκνόν), and ‘they immediately produce (ποιοῦσιν) a love of victory’ (ps.-Aristotelian Problems); ‘the phlegm
[…] renders the [...] skin insensible (δυσαίσθητον ἀποτελεῖ τὸ δέρμα)’
(ps.-Alexander of Aphrodisias’ Problems); ‘they call so (οὕτω καλοῦσιν)
the priestess of Athena’ because of certain rites that she performs (Plutarch’s Greek Questions); the rains that accompany thunder and lightning
‘are full of wind (πνευματώδη)’, which better effects the rise and distribution of moisture in seeds (μᾶλλον ἀναπέμπει καὶ ἀναδίδωσιν) (Plutarch’s
Natural Questions). Once again, such a method has the advantage of putting the emphasis on the factual core of what is discussed: what is of interest is how certain processes actually occur in nature or reality, and why
(through what mechanism, or chain of causal links) certain facts or situations in the world actually hold in the way they do – not somebody’s perception, opinion or reflection on what has caused or necessitated them.
When an opinion or assessment of the evidence needs to be supplied, the
preferred style is through impersonal expressions (such as δεῖ, χρή, δῆλον,
ἕοικεν, δοκεῖ, ῥητέον),45 which are well-attuned to the overall plain, minimalist fashion of presenting the facts themselves.46
Studies of ancient and modern scientific writing connect the style just
described with the pursuit of objectivity.47 As far as problem-texts in specific are concerned, the objective mode can be seen as a key expression of
a combined archival and didactic impetus, as it is intrinsic to the preservation and effective communication of conquered trajectories of enquiry:
topics, facts and theories; but also a variety of explanatory methods (naturalist exegesis, historical and cultural aetiology, allegorical exegesis, numerology, etymology), and styles of reasoning (such as analogy, induction,
or deduction).48 These facts are codified as sequences of impersonal questions and answers, which can be read, memorised, embedded into other
writings, or perhaps even adapted to contexts of real conversation, or debate.
This however is by no means the full story. The objective mode exists
side-by-side with a range of features which add vividness and immediacy
_____________
45 E.g. QR 266C–D, 273E–274C; QG 295A–B; QN 914A–B, 919A–B; QPl. 1007A–
B, 1008C–F, 1009B, 1010D; ps.-Alex. Aphr. Probl. 1,8; Suppl. Probl. 2,22, 2,41,
2,62.
46 See Halliday (1928) 45–47.
47 Clarke (1997); Murphy (2004) 9. On modern science, see Daston (1992), Kruhl
(2002), Daston and Gallison (2007).
48 On these functions, see Jacob (2004) 25–37.
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to the discourse, and inflect it with hues of subjective opinion. I will discuss these in what follows, paying particular attention to utterances which
create a communicative framework that involves the narratorial ‘I’, the
collective ‘we’ and the ‘you’ of an imagined addressee in a virtual dialogue; and seek to persuade their imagined interlocutor(s) by bringing examples and citing the opinions of others. 49
Problem-collections of (in all likelihood) collective authorship, such as
the Problems of pseudo-Aristotle, and, in the imperial period, the Problems
of pseudo-Alexander of Aphrodisias and the corpus of Supplementary
Problems, occasionally contain statements or observations stated in the
first person, which can serve different discursive functions. In most cases,
they seek to clarify points within the discourse: thus, in pseudo-Aristotle’s
Problems 9,6 the philosophical question whether all causes that have the
same effect (τοῦ αὐτοῦ αἴτια) have the same capacity (δύναμιν) for producing this effect is clarified by a series of examples: the answerer introduces
these with the statement ‘λέγω δὲ οἷον’ (‘I mean, for instance, […]’,
890a24).50 In the Problems by pseudo-Alexander of Aphrodisias, and the
Supplementary Problems, λέγω- or φημί-utterances sometimes introduce
the answers, thus flagging the answerer’s personal standpoint: in supplementary problem 1.3, for example, the query concerns milk, namely, why,
although it is cold, it is easily changed (εὐαλλοίωτον) and nourishing
(τρόφιμον). ‘I say (λέγω)’, the answer begins, ‘that inasmuch as it has
changed from blood, in this respect milk changes more easily back to this
again, and is virtually blood that has been turned white.’51
We can compare the effect of first-person singular statements like the
ones listed above with instances in which answers are introduced with the
first-person plural verbs φαμέν (‘we say’, or ‘we claim’), and ἐροῦμεν (‘we
shall say’). Let us read a characteristic example, from pseudo-Alexander of
Aphrodisias’ Problems:
‘Why is the water from wells warm in winter, and cool in the summer? (Διὰ τί
τὸ φρεατιαῖον ὕδωρ ἐν χειμῶνι θερμόν ἐστιν, ἐν δὲ τῷ θέρει ψυχρόν;)
We shall say (ἐροῦμεν) that the opposite always avoids its opposite like an enemy (ὅτι ἀεὶ τὸ ἐναντίον ὡς πολέμιον φεύγει τὸ ἐναντίον). Therefore because
the hot is opposite and harmful to the cold, it is clear that in the summer, be-

_____________
49 On the use of persons in constructing a communicative framework (by scientific
texts in particular), see Van der Eijk (1997) 115–119.
50 Cf. similar usages in Suppl. Probl. 1,1 (93,l,14); ps.-Alex. Aphr. Probl. 2,14; 2,60;
2,63.
51 Cf. ibid. 1,2; 1,15–17; 3,49, Us. App. 46; ps.-Alex. Aphr. Probl. 1,44–45; 1,47;
1,49; 1,50–51; 1,53–54; 1,72; 1,110; 1,115; 1,143; 2,65; 2,68; 2,75–6. See also ps.Arist. Probl. 10,45 (896a3–4) (οἶμαι serving the same function of stressing the narrator’s personal standpoint), 890a24, 894a34, 908a5, 910b15 (λέγω).
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cause the air contains heat, coldness flees to the depths of the earth and thus
cools the water (δῆλον ὡς ἐν τῷ θέρει θερμότητος περιεχούσης τὸν ἀέρα τὸ
ψυχρὸν εύ ει ε ς τὸ θος τῆς ῆς α δι το το ψύχει τὸ δ ρ). And in winter again, because the cold prevails in the air, the hot flees to the depths of the
earth and heats the water. And in this way and at this time nature has legislated
that opposites do not remain [sc. together] at the same time’ (τ δ’ ἐναντ α
ατ τὸν α τὸν τρόπον α χρόνον ο ἐνομοθέτησεν
ύσις μα μένειν)
(1,56).

Introducing the answer with a first-person plural in this example has the
effect of making it appear as the result of a collective intellectual effort,
rather than as an argument which expresses a single person’s point of view
and/or authority.52 We as readers of the answer can imagine a community
of answerers behind it, their response distilling possibly hours of debate
before reaching a scientific consensus (which, in this instance, explains the
phenomenon by appealing to the Peripatetic notion of ἀντιπερ στασις). The
‘we’ reaches out to the reader as well, making him part of this collective
endeavour.53 This explains why, especially in problem-texts that are concerned with naturalist exegesis, the first-person plural is frequently used
with verbs that express perception, passion or emotion: this usage serves to
assert the universal validity of sensory experience, or to underline the fact
that human organisms share basic properties or functions of their physiological and psychological constitution.54 ‘When clouds rub against each
other in winter,’ says pseudo-Alexander of Aphrodisias, ‘even though a
stroke (πλη ) ensues, the so-called thunder, and a conflagration, the socalled lightning, [...] first we see ( ρ μεν) the lightning and then we hear
(ἀ ούομεν) the thunder, even though the stroke causes the thunder first
rather than the lightning, or at the same time’ (Problems 1,38). The use of
the first person underlines the commonality of empirical observation,
through which basic truths about how the physical world functions can be
deduced. In a similar way, problem 5,19 of pseudo-Aristotle’s Problems
asks, ‘Why do we feel stress (πονο μεν) in our knees when we go uphill,
but in our thighs when we go down?’ – presuming through this statement
that all humans experience the effects of uphill and downhill movement in
the same way, as they all have the same physical structure (knees and
thighs).
_____________
52 Cf. von Möllendorff in this volume, on constructions of authorial authority in
ancient dialogue texts.
53 See also ps.-Alex. Aphr. Probl. 1,55; 1,59. Cf. Suppl. Probl. 2,22 ( ητέον).
54 The examples are abundant: see ps.-Arist. Probl. 1,28; 1,45; 2,5; 2,14–5; 2,36–7;
3,8; 3,19; 3,31; 4,13; 5,11; 5,17; 5,20; 5,24–26; 5,41; 6,7; 7,2–3; 7,5; 8,13; 8,16;
8,19; 8,21; 9,12; 11,1; 11,17; 11,33; 11,49; Plut. QN: 911E, 913A–B, cf. QR:
284E–F; QPl: 1002A–C, 1002E, cf. QR: 266E, 282F; ps.-Alex. Aphr. Probl. 1,69;
Suppl. Probl. 1,7; 2,6 ; 2,16–17; 2,27; 2,34; 2,38–41; 2,84.
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Where cultural aetiology is involved, ‘we’-statements place the answerer and his audience in a common temporal and spatial setting, distinct
from those of the historical-mythical events discussed. This is achieved
through temporal phrases such as ‘in our time’ (ἐφ’ἡμῶν), or references to
a common birth-place (παρ’ἡμῖν ἐν Χαιρωνείᾳ/Βοιωτίᾳ).55 These can prop
up the answerer’s claims of authority, as they enable him to contribute
first-hand testimony on questions of local history, or matters of cultural
practice: ‘it was formerly illegal’, Plutarch informs us in the Roman Questions, ‘for the flamen [sc. Dialis] to divorce his wife; and it is still, as it
seems, illegal, but in our time (ἐφ’ἡμῶν) Domitian once permitted it on
petition’ (QR 50, 276E).56 Further, they mark the answerer’s distinctive
(Greek) cultural standpoint. This is especially vivid in Roman Questions
again, where the narrator seeks to explain Rome in terms that are familiar
to his Greek readers, at times drawing analogies with their own culture,
and at other times underlining existing differences: ‘their [sc. the Romans’]
word for new and novel is the same as ours (ὥσπερ ἡμεῖς)’ (QR 24, 269D),
and ‘we call this wooden stick [sc. held by a slave as a public reminder of
his evil-doing] a prop, and the Romans furca […]’ (φούρκα: Latin transliterated) (QR 70, 280F), the narrator asserts in two characteristic examples
of direct linguistic comparison in the collection.57 The same presupposition
of cultural similarity also permits the narrator to assume a fundamental
basis of common moral understanding between himself and his audience:
‘Does this custom [sc. of not extinguishing a lamp] [not] teach us (διδάσκει
ἡμᾶς) that we should not destroy fire, water, or any other necessity when
we have enough and to spare […]?’, asks Plutarch in Roman Question 75
(281E), issuing a moral admonition that is as valid for himself as it is for
his readers.
In all types of problem-literature, the answerer can apostrophise an indefinite ‘you’ by using the second person singular. Apostrophes of such a
kind may be directed to the reader, or an imagined addressee, or alternatively constitute an externalisation of the answerer’s critical soliloquy. As
already noted, they do not seek to specify the addressee in terms of gender,
age or status/occupation, as is standard in Greek address.58 Rather, they
issue injunctions that encourage the addressee to perform specific intellec_____________
55 Plut. QR: 267D, 269D, 271D, 274B, 276E, 280B; QG: 299F. Cf. also QPl: 1010D.
56 Rose (1924) 192.
57 Cf. 269D, 278D, 280F, 281E, 291B. On the work, see Rose (1924); Babbitt (1936);
Preston (2001) 102–107; Boulogne (1992) and (2002).
58 For a thorough analysis of Greek forms of address that issue precisely such distinctions, and their sociological and linguistic interpretation, see Dickey (1996) 43–
246.
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tual operations.59 This is done through particular imperative formulations
with verbs denoting perception, knowledge, or reflection (ὅρα, ἄκουε,
γίνωσκε, σκόπει, ἐπίστησον).60 ‘[…] consider (ἐπίστησον),’ says the narrator at the end of the second Platonic Question, ‘whether that too (κἀκεῖνο)
will be said plausibly (λεχθήσεται πιθανῶς) […]’ (sc. that god crafted the
universe after body and soul, the latter of which he also begot).61 In saying
so he draws attention to the fact that the narrator is about to introduce a
new argument, or additional information worthy of consideration, and invites critical scrutiny of the new evidence. Through this gesture, the answer
becomes an exercise in argumentative demonstration, its didactic function
enhanced; the answerer, in turn, puts himself in the position of an authority
that needs to be evaluated, inviting the reader/addressee to play the role of
critic, or judge.62
Finally, the use of the third person marks the author’s engagement with
past and contemporary opinion: this might be the authoritative expertise of
individual scientists, philosophers (ὡς Θεόφραστος ᾤετο, in Plutarch’s QN
19, 916B), and historians (who are usually named), the δόξαι of an unspecified segment of scholarly, or scientific tradition, or ideas and attitudes
entrenched in popular belief (all reported with phrases such as οἱ
πολλοί/τινες/ἔνιοι (λέγουσι, ἱστοροῦσι, νομίζουσι, λέγεται).63 This brings
the point home for the reader that it is important to engage with the advocates of certain arguments and positions, as much as with the arguments
_____________
59 According to the Sinclair-Coulthardt classification of classroom discourse, such
injunctions fall under the category of ‘starter’, that is, a ‘statement, question or
command […] [whose] function is to provide information about or direct attention
to or thought towards an area in order to make a corect response to the initiation
more likely’ (1975) 40. The response expected is not realised within the context of
the answer, though.
60 Plut. QR: 264F, 266C, 268C, 269F, 276A, 269F, 281E, 282E, 288B; QN: 912E–F,
915A, 916C–D; QPl: 1001B, 1009F, 1000D, 1004B, 1011D; ps.-Alex. Aphr.
Probl. 1,8, 1,90, 1,125, 2,17, 2,60, 2,66–67, 2,74; Suppl. Probl. 1,12, 1,17. Note
that these imperatives are often introduced at the end – they thus constitute the final argumentative ‘twist’ to the answer. Cf. apostrophes in the interrogative or indicative, in ps.-Arist. Probl. 1,56 (ὁρᾶς […];), and ps.-Alex. Aphr. Probl. 2,16
(οἶδας […]), 2,72 (θεωρήσεις).
61 1001B.
62 This is similar to the judicial model Hine has traced in Seneca’s Quaest. Nat.
(2006) 54–56. Cf. QC 1,2,615D, where Plutarch is an arbitrator in a debate between his brother and father.
63 Ps.-Arist. Probl. 1,37; 3,16; 4,25; 9,9; 10,13; 10,36; 11,33; 13,6; 14,14; 16,8–9;
17,3; 21,22; 23,30; 24,11; 30,1; Plut. QR: 274Ε, 278F, 282D–E, 289C; QG: 292E,
303E; QN: 911E, 912D, 919A–B; QPl.: 1003E, 1006F, 1007A, 1008F, 1011B; psAlex. Aphr. Probl. 1,1; 1,79; 1,87; 1,99; 1,102; 1,119; 1,121; 1,134; 2,5; 2,9; 2,14;
2,47; 2,66; 2,74; Suppl. Probl. praef., 1,4; 1,17; 2,42; 2,58; 2,63; 2,74; 2,88; 2,123;
2,158.
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and positions themselves. Doxography and reportage of popular opinion
are, accordingly, sometimes as intrinsic to the explanatory process as the
essence of what is argued.64 Further, citing opinions is important for the
purpose of establishing problem-texts’ topics and solutions as integral links
to a longer chain of scientific or scholarly endeavour – especially as the
mood is often one of critical departure from established opinion.
The construction of personas unites the narrator, his predecessors, contemporaries, and readers, in a joint enquiring venture – a ‘virtual dialogue’,
as we might call it (paraphrasing Hine, who traces the same feature in Seneca’s Natural Questions),65 between a larger community of enquirers. In
texts that on the whole overwhelmingly privilege an impersonal, ‘objective’ mode of discourse, the choice occasionally to add dramatic texture to
the question-and-answer process in such terms requires explanation, as it
raises questions about design and purpose: are the authors not merely aiming to achieve variety in the discursive media that they employ, in order to
eschew the monotony of continuous strings of impersonal questions and
answers? We may here reflect on what the construction of personas actually achieves in the different texts. As already suggested, it serves to underscore the instrumental role of key intellectual operations, namely, persuasion and proof, and evaluation and criticism. The reader is prompted to
envisage and comprehend these operations not in abstract terms, but as
discursive processes that apply to concrete persons (who can be imagined
in a variety of real-life garbs, such as that of the teacher, orator, scholarexegete,66 philosopher-exegete,67 pupil, trainee, friend, compatriot or companion), and which are activated in specific contexts of interpersonal exchange. Seen in this way, the use of persons may well function as a cue for
putting a ‘face’ to all questions and answers, even those that exhibit a
wholly impersonal style: the extremely condensed, stripped-down version
of dialogue that they offer can unravel into a full-fledged dialogue exchange, should the possibility arise for them to be adapted to a real-life

_____________
64 Collecting opinions in order to cite them in argument is also advised by Aristotle,
in Top. 1,14.
65 Hine (2006) 58–9.
66 Especially in the QG, where the narrator’s mastery of a rich repertoire of local
Greek traditions is comparable to the knowledge of a Delphic περιηγητής (such as
the ones both Plutarch and Pausanias mention). See Plut. De E 386B–C; De Def.
395A–B, 396C, 400D–F, 402B (see also A. Müller in this volume, on the dialogue
form of Plutarch’s Delphic dialogues); Paus. Graec. Descr. 1,13,8; 31,5; 34,4;
35,8; 41,2; 2,9,8; 23,6; 31,4; 33,6; 5,6,6; 10,7; 18,6; 20,4; 21,8–9; 7,6,5; 9,3,3,
10,10,7; 28,7. On these περιηγηταί or ἐξηγηταί, see Jones (2003), 33–39.
67 Especially in the QN and QPl.
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argumentative context.68 In this sense, their different answers can be attributed to different, distinct, viewpoints. The salient point that emanates is
that objectivity and subjectivity are co-operative rhetorical strategies in
problem-texts, their conjunction sustaining complementary functions: on
the one hand an impetus for the itemisation of knowledge into chains of
self-standing, discrete enquiries that foreground facts and suppress dramatic detail and perspective; and, on the other hand, an emphasis on the
correct exercise of argument and criticism, both of which presume a communicative framework that involves an exchange between different personas.

4. The importance of criticism and evaluation
As a rule, problem-texts can cite between one and several alternative answers to their queries. In neither case is the answer meant to be considered
as conclusive, however. So much is suggested by the fact that all texts
frequently revisit enquiries, sometimes only in order to offer a slightly
different answer.69 It is also indicated by the fact that, when alternative
answers are stated, we lack statements of clear preference between them.
Such open-endedness is characteristic of the question-and-answer technique, and has been interpreted as a desire to leave the ultimate decision to
the reader.70 If this is right, it means that the reader is charged with the
tasks of evaluation and criticism in approaching such works. On the basis
of what criteria are both these meant to be issued, however? The content of
question-and-answer texts gives some suggestions as to the principles according to which the reader should exercise his judgement. First of all, the
texts afford self-reflexive statements on method, which focus the reader’s
attention on the logical process that is to be followed when one endeavours
to provide an answer. Thus, supplementary problem 2,139 begins its explanation of why a certain affliction (χαλάζησις, translated as ‘tubercles’)
affects only pigs of all animals in the following way: ‘We must grasp
(ληπτέον) what the affliction is, what having tubercles in the flesh is’
(ληπτέον δὴ τὸ πάθος, τί ἐστίν ἡ χαλάζησις), the answer suggests, before
_____________
68 See Dickey (1996) 30–42, underlining methodological problems in drawing distinctions between written and oral speech, especially when ancient languages are
concerned.
69 See e.g. ps.-Arist. Probl. 8,4 and 8,10, but examples abound throughout the work.
70 See Louis (1991) xx–xxiii; Jacob (2004) 40–53 (on this feature in the ps.Aristotelian Problems); König (2007) and Egelhaaf-Gaiser in this volume, on Plutarch’s QC; Oikonomopoulou (in press), on Plutarch’s other collections of Quaestiones.
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embarking on an analysis of its symptoms, and proceeding with its causes
later on.71 Understanding the nature of the disease comes before the investigation of its underlying causes. This procedure directs us back to Aristotle’s theory of scientific demonstration in the Posterior Analytics, according to which the scientist must seek to understand first what something is
(τὸ ὅτι), before going on to investigate why it is (τὸ διότι).72 That is not to
say however that all answers, in all texts, follow this procedure: indeed, in
the majority of cases the focus is exclusively on the ‘why [...]?’ of phenomena, their ‘what [...]?’ usually taken for granted.73 The point, then, is to
issue judgement on the success of the different accounts of causes provided. What are, then, the criteria for evaluating the success of causal accounts
in the various problems?
Once again, the texts themselves offer self-reflexive statements in that
direction: thus, we may note that the answers frequently employ vocabulary which seeks to prop up the plausibility, or probability of what is
claimed (designated with terms such as: εἰκάζειν and εἰκός,74 κατὰ λόγον,75
or πιθανός76), or issues judgement on the truth, falsity (key terms: ἀληθῆς
and its opposite, ψευδῆς (and derivatives),77 or adequacy (key phrase:
ἱκανῶς λέγειν/ἀποδεικνύναι)78 of proposed solutions, or opinions. In addition, terms such as σημεῖον,79 τεκμήριον,80 (ἀπο)δεικνύναι,81 and
_____________
71 See also ps.-Arist. Probl. 10,12.
72 See above.
73 This may partially explain the triviality of a significant segment of the enquiries:
they deal with common or familiar phenomena, whose nature need not be established. This allows the investigator to turn his attention exclusively to their causes.
74 ps.-Arist. Probl. 862b1, 870a17, 872a25, 875b30, 888a4–889a31; 33, 894a26,
901b12, 914b5, 915a13, 927a36, 929b10, 930a15; 938b38, 949a9, 951b26,
955b40, 966a12; Plut. QR 266F, 274E, 290C, 292A, 293D; QN 913D, 917A; QPl
1001B, 1002B, 1006F, 1007E, 1008C, 1009D, 1010B; ps.-Alex. Aphr. Probl. 1,90;
1,112; 1,135; 2,9; 2,19; 2,63; Suppl. Probl. 1,18; 1,40; 1,51; 1,90; 1,112; 1,135;
2,81.
75 Plut. QR 281C.
76 ps.-Arist. Probl. 34,11 (964b2); Plut. QR 268B; F, 269F, 282D, 286C, 288B,
291A; QN 912A, 915A, 916B, 918E; QPl 1001B.
77 ps.-Arist. Probl. 906a37; 908b1; 918a14; ps.-Alex. Aphr. Probl. 1. Praef. 1,43;
1,54; 1,97; 1,106; 1,123; 1,134; 2, Praef., 2,63; 2,73–4; Plut. QR 264E; 266C;
271F; 276F; 282D; 286B; 290B; QG 292E; 300C; 303D; QN 912A; QPl 999E;
1003A; 1009C–D.
78 ps.-Arist. Probl. 914b15; Plut. QN 916B–C; cf. QPl: 1004E.
79 ps.-Arist. Probl. 865b8, 867b29; 39, 869a17, 870a19, 871b16; 36, 872a20, 873b2,
874a7, 875a26, 877a11, 878a24, 879b10, 880a37, 880b32, 881a20, 888b38,
891a37, 892b25, 893a31, 893b7, 896a18; 31, 896b24, 897a36, 898b32, 903a3,
903b24, 904a18, 904b3, 905a13; 37, 908b16, 914b24, 915a6, 920b26; 31; 36,
921b16, 929b36, 927a4, 928a13, 928a17, 932b19, 933a19, 939b25, 940a20,
940b14, 941a22, 944b14, 945b16, 947a27; 37, 947b19, 948a5, 949b27, 949b33,
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μαρτυρεῖν82 signal the introduction of proof, or evidence in the context of
an argument. This too suggests that logical consistency and cogency are of
paramount significance. A successful account of causes must above all
identify the right causes for a phenomenon or fact, that is, focus on the
right agents or factors that have caused the phenomenon or fact to be. This
must be established by following a logical procedure, whereby the causes
are explained by reference to specific scientific principles. Finally, where
possible the answerer must back its claims by stating evidence, usually
empirical observations that confirm, or at the very least strongly suggest,
that the argument that is propounded holds true. An illustrative example is
provided by pseudo-Aristotelian problem 33,15, which seeks to explain the
curious fact of why we do not sneeze when we are sleep.83 The argument
that is put forward is that sneezing is caused by heat in the upper regions of
the body (especially the brain): when we sleep however, the body’s heat is
compressed within (ἀντιπεριίσταται, 963a9), which means that the lower
regions are heated instead. ‘It is therefore reasonable (εἰκότως οὖν) that we
do not sneeze: for when the heat from the head – which naturally moves
the moisture there – is removed (and when this moisture is pushed out, a
sneeze naturally occurs), it is reasonable that the resulting experience does
not occur (καὶ τὸ συμβαῖνον πάθος εἰκὸς μὴ γίνεσθαι)’ (963a12–16). The
double occurrence of εἰκός in the same statement is characteristic of the
emphasis that is placed on logical conclusions following from specific
scientific assertions. The scientific principle that is pivotal to the explanation here is ἀντιπερίστασις (the concentration of innate heat in the interior
of the body, usually as a result of the effect of external cold), wellgrounded in Peripatetic physics and for this reason carrying the weight of
scientific authority.84 The transparency of the reasoning followed is additionally highlighted by the fact that the quoted passage repeats, in summary
form, the main explanation already propounded at the very beginning of
the answer (963a5–12).
Last but not least, problem-texts are interspersed with statements that
re-direct the reader back to previous problems or solutions. These can have
_____________

80
81
82
83

84

953b15; 34, 955a13, 957a19, 959b7, 960b36, 961a6; 38, 965b9; 15. Plut. QR
266F, 274E, 290C; QG 292A, 293D; QN 913D, 917A; QPl 1001B, 1002B, 1006F,
1007E, 1008C, 1009D, 1010B; Suppl. Probl. 2,52; 2,56; 2,62; 2,64.
ps.-Arist. Probl. 4,32.
Plut. QN 911D; QPl 1000D; 10006C.
Plut. QN 912C, 913F, 914B, 915D; QPl 1000C.
Such seemingly trivial enquiries are in fact quite common in ancient question-andanswer literature, which however treats even such topics as worthy of scientific investigation. The question why this is so is a larger topic, which falls outside the
scope of this essay.
On the notion, cf. Probl. 1,25, with Flashar (1962) 328–329.
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two aims: they can serve to stress that a certain argument or observation
mentioned in a specific context is also relevant in the context of a different
solution; or note that a given solution in its totality can apply to different
(although thematically related) problems. Thus, pseudo-Aristotelian problem 3,10 seeks to explain why drunken people often see one object as
many. ‘Is it, as it has been said (καθάπερ εἴρηται)’, the solution begins,
‘that when the organ of sight (ὄψεως) is moved, the same vision does not
remain on the same spot for any time, but that which is seen differently at
the same time seems to be later?’ The idea that the vision is moved (because of the heat of the wine), and, as a result, the eye’s focus on an object
shifts, has already appeared in the context of the previous problem (3,9), on
why drunkards see things travelling in a circle.85 Similarly, problem 2,39
of the same work enquires after why, even though the more clothes one
puts on the more one sweats, those who put on the most clothes do not in
fact sweat (the most). ‘To this we shall give the same answer that we gave
to the one above’ (καὶ περὶ τούτου ταὐτὰ ἐροῦμεν τῷ ἐπάνω), states the
reply. This is a cross-reference to problem 2,36, which asks why we sweat
less before a big fire. The two alternative answers that are proposed are
indeed fully applicable to problem 2,39 as well: either extreme heat causes
the body’s sweat to dissolve (διαλύεται) into breath (πνεῦμα); or sweat is
indeed secreted by the body, but (due to the presence of external heat) it is
dried up so fast (ταχὺ περιξηραινομένου) one barely perceives it.86 Crossreferences like these function as admonitions to the reader to reflect on the
applicability of argumentative strategies across enquiries, a fact which
requires drawing connections between seemingly independent problems
with a critical eye. In this way, they encourage to treat question-andanswer collections as a continuous, internally linked discourse, rather than
as a mindless melange of discrete enquiries. The different enquiries are
meant, up to degree, to cross-fertilise, rather than be approached in isolation from one another.
I will conclude my analysis with a problem from Plutarch’s Natural
Questions, which affords a neat demonstration of how the different discursive techniques that I discussed in the course of this essay combine within
the same problem, in order to add interactive texture and promote critical
engagement with the contents.
What is the reason for the clearness and calm produced when the sea is sprinkled with oil? (Διὰ τί τῆς θαλάττης ἐλαίῳ καταρραινομένης γίνεται
καταφάνεια καὶ γαλήνη;)

_____________
85 Esp. 872a21–22; 34–35. See also ibid. 873a1, 879a24, 921a11, 32,11 (961a26);
Plut. QN 915E (ὡς εἰρήκαμεν), and QR 267B (δι’ἧν εἰρήκαμεν αἰτίαν); ps.-Alex.
Aphr. Probl. 1,32.
86 See also ibid. 2,38–9; 3,21–22; 5,40; ps.-Alex. Aphr. Probl. 2,74.
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Is it, as Aristotle says, that the wind, slipping over the smoothness so caused,
makes no impression and raises no swell? (Πότερον,
ρ τοτ
,τ
νε μ τ
ε ότ το
ο
νον ο ο ε
νο
ον;) Or does this
plausibly explain the external phenomena only? ( το το μ ν
ν ερ τ
ρ τ
τό […]) They say that when divers take oil into their mouths and
blow it out in the depths, they get illumination and can see through the water.
Surely it is impossible to adduce slipping of the wind as the cause here? (ο
τ ν ε νε μ το
ον τ
) Consider then ( ό ε
) whether
the oil does not by reason of its density push and force aside the sea, which is
earthy and irregular (μ τ ν
ττ ν ε
ν μ ον ο
ν
ε
ον): subsequently when it flows back to its
τ ε τ
νότ τ τ
former position and draws together, intermediate passages are left in it, which
offer transparency and clear visibility to the organs of sight. Or does the air
that is mixed with the sea, although naturally full of light, owing to its warmth,
become uneven and shadowy if disturbed? So when the oil with its density
smoothes out the unevenness of surface, the air regains its regularity and its
transparency ( τ ν ο ν τ ν ν μ
ν
ε ν
νότ τ τ
ον,
ο μ νε τ ν μ ότ τ
τ ν
ε ν) (Plutarch, QN 12, 914F–
915B, transl. L. Pearson and F. H. Sandbach).

The three answers are offered as interrogative propositions, rather than as
authoritative categorical statements. This disinvestment from authority
invites the reader actively to involve himself in the answering process,
using his judgement as a criterion for determining which of the three responses is the fittest. The text encourages this approach through a number
of devices. The first answer cites the opinion of an authority, Aristotle:87
clarity and calm ensue when the sea is sprinkled with oil because the wind
slips over ( ο
νον) the smooth oily surface, causing no stirring on
the surface. The second answer questions the plausibility of this opinion
(
ν ), though: what Aristotle says only explains what happens externally ( ρ τ
τό ), but fails to account for divers, who also experience
clarity ( ο ν) when blowing oil out of their mouths underwater, even
though no effect of the wind can be observed in the depths of the sea.
‘Consider’ ( ό ε
), the answerer prompts the reader to reflect, whether
the reason lies in the different consistencies of oil and sea: the former displaces the latter, which, due to its irregularity and earthiness, leaves openings when slipping back into place, through which it is possible to see
clearly. As a third solution, the passage argues that the oil flattens the surface of the water, thus causing the air that is admixed with it to regain its

_____________
87 The source cannot be identified in the extant Aristotelian writings. PearsonSandbach surmise the source may have been the lost Aristotelian Problems (1965,
177, n. a). See also Meeusen (2013) 297–298.
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lost regularity and transparency.88 In sum, the reply builds an interactive
strategy via reportage of opinion, criticism of opinion according to criteria
of cogency (backed by additional empirical observation), and a direct
prompt to the reader/addressee to consider new evidence. This is meant to
introduce two fresh argumentative attempts at a plausible solution. Importantly, both of the alternative answers to Aristotle’s opinion attribute
the phenomenon to differences in the texture and consistency of physical
substances: the density (πυκνότης) of the oil, versus the irregularity
(ἀνώμαλον) and earthiness (γεῶδες) of the sea on the one hand;89 or the
irregularity (ἀνώμαλος) and shadowiness (σκιώδης) of the air within sea
water when it has been disturbed, on the other. The reader is encouraged to
decide by himself which of the two is the most convincing, on the basis of
the same criterion of plausibility the answerer invoked against Aristotle’s
solution.90

5. Conclusion
To seek integrally to link ancient question-and-answer literature with the
tradition of dialogue is a thorny task: the texts involved exhibit immense
variety of formats and themes, such that it is often difficult to identify
common features without adopting an overly sweeping approach. The texts
that I have singled out in this essay however show the lines along which
such an enquiry can proceed in a fruitful and productive fashion: namely,
by identifying the rhetorical and discursive strategies that add interactive
texture, and understanding how this interactive texture promotes the sharing and transmission of knowledge; and by taking a close look at the different ways in which the works encourage the reader’s critical engagement
with their contents. These features can help shed light on the common
ground between dialogue and question-and-answer, and, ultimately, to
speak about the affinities between the two forms in a concrete fashion. In
the problem-texts that we have focussed on here, what strengthens the case
for such an affinity is the fact that they draw on a Peripatetic tradition of
enquiry, often employing methods of reasoning and argument firmly root_____________
88 On this (rather obscure) explanation, see Pearson-Sandbach (1965, 179, n. c); and
Meeusen (2013) 295–296.
89 On the sea as earthy, cf. ps.-Arist. Probl. 23,10,32.
90 On the basis of this, we should regard the second solution as unsatisfactory, since,
like Aristotle’s, it restricts itself to explaining what happens to the surface of the
water only. See Pearson-Sandbach (1965, 179, n. c). See also Meeusen (2013)
294–298.
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ed in Aristotle’s dialectical theory and methodology of scientific
knowledge.
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